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ENERGY COMPLEX 

Overview 

In the month of May crude oil prices have seen roller 

coaster ride as it continued its steady upside in the 

first half of the month on supply concerns after US 

imposed fresh sanctions on Iran but sharp profit 

booking was seen at higher levels on increasing US 

production and on hints that Russia may increase 

output after withholding supplies since 2017. OPEC 

as well as a group of non-OPEC producers led by 

Russia started withholding output in 2017 to tighten 

the market and prop up prices. But Russia, in 

particular, has been floating a potential end to the 

production cuts; with energy minister Alexander 

Novak saying that restrictions on oil production 

could be eased "softly" if OPEC and non-OPEC 

countries see the oil market balancing in June. 

Overall it managed to hover in range of $65.72-

72.90 in NYMEX and 4465-4977 in MCX. U.S asked 

Iran to make considerable changes, from dropping 

its nuclear weapons and pulling out of Syrian civil 

war, failing to which, they would be facing sanctions 

from the U.S. If sanctions against Iran are 

introduced, OPEC would be keen on producing and 

pumping more oil in the market, particularly giving 

the higher price.

Outlook

Crude oil prices may witness further selling pressure 

at higher levels. Rising greenback and increasing US 

production can lead to profit booking. Crude oil 

prices nosedived after reports emerged that Saudi 

Arabia and Russia had agreed to increase crude oil 

production in the second-half of the year to make up 

for losses elsewhere under the production cut 

agreement. Meanwhile, surging U.S. crude 

production also showed no sign of abating as drillers 

continue to expand their search for new oil fields to 

exploit. According to a Russian energy ministry 

official” Russia would be able to raise its oil output 

back to pre-cut levels within months if there is a 

decision to unwind the price-protection deal with 

OPEC and other producers”. U.S. crude oil 

production jumped 215,000 barrels per day (bpd) to 

10.47 million bpd in March, the highest on record. 

U.S. oil imports from Venezuela increased to 17.3 

million barrels in March from 13.21 barrels in February. 

Last month's production level was close to the all-time 

low of 13.20 million barrels, reported in January 2003. 

OPEC-member Venezuela's oil output has declined 

amid political unrest. With the OPEC meeting on 22 

June oil markets are likely to remain on edge. Investors 

will be paying close attention to reports surrounding the 

intentions of the Organization of the Petroleum 

Exporting Countries (OPEC) and other major 

producers outside the cartel, particularly Russia, which 

were said to be weighing a boost to output.

Crude oil can face resistance near 4700 and can 

slip lower towards 4150 in domestic bourses. 

This month investors need to focus on the 

outcome for OPEC meeting on 22nd June.

Key News

U.S. Production increases

The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) 

reported that U.S. crude production rose 2.1 percent 

from the February reading to 10.474 million barrels a 

day in March. It was up 14.6 percent from March 2017.

U.S. oil rig count little changed amid 

drawdown of inventories,   record 

production

The number of active drilling rigs in the United States 

increased by just one in the week ending June 1. 

Meanwhile, the latest data showed . U.S. crude oil 

production in March hit record level and its crude oil 

inventories decreased in the week ending May 25.

Iran Oil Exports Highest Since Nuclear 

Deal

Iran's oil exports hit 2.7 million barrels per day 

(MMbbl/d) in May a new record since the lifting of 

international sanctions on Tehran in 2016, and despite 

the threats of fresh U.S. sanctions. U.S. President 

Donald Trump on May 8 stated that U.S. was exiting a 

2015 nuclear deal with Iran and would impose new 

sanctions that seek to reduce the country's oil 

shipments. The U.S. sanctions have a 180-day period 

during which buyers should "wind down" purchases. 

Iran exported 2.4 MMbbl/d of crude oil in May and 

June 2018
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300,000 bbl/d of natural gas condensate. Iran's oil 

exports were 2.6 MMbbl/d in April.

Highlights of latest IEA report

US Crude oil production

EIA estimates that U.S. crude oil production 

averaged 10.5 million barrels per day (b/d) in April, 

up 120,000 b/d from the March level. EIA projects 

that U.S. crude oil production will average 10.7 

million b/d in 2018, up from 9.4 million b/d in 2017, 

and will average 11.9 million b/d in 2019, 0.4 million 

b/d higher than forecast in the April . In the current 

outlook, EIA forecasts U.S. crude oil production will 

end 2019 at more than 12 million b/d.

EIA forecasts higher gasoline prices

For the 2018 April–September summer driving season, 

EIA forecasts U.S. regular gasoline retail prices to 

average $2.90/gallon (gal), 17 cents/gal higher than in 

last month’s and up from an average of $2.41/gal last 

summer. The higher forecast gasoline prices are 

primarily the result of higher forecast crude oil prices. 

For the year 2018, EIA expects U.S. regular gasoline 

retail prices to average $2.79/gal. Monthly average 

gasoline prices are forecast to reach a summer peak of 

$2.97/gal in June, before falling to $2.86/gal in 

September.

June 2018

Brent WTI Spread

Analysis: Brent WTI crude oil spread jumped highest in 3 years from 5 to 11 recently amid Middle East tensions 

.Overall it can hover in range of $9.5-12 in the month of June.

Source: Reuters
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Natural Gas

Overview

Natural gas traded on positive bias due to warmer 

weather conditions in US. Overall it traded in range 

of $2.695-2.968 in NYMEX and 181.10-203.40 in 

MCX in the month of May. Natural gas rose to their 

highest since January on concerns that warm 

weather was causing power generators to burn more 

gas than usual, limiting the amount of gas available 

to go into inventories to offset the vast storage 

deficit.

Outlook

Natural gas can continue to remain on sideways bias 

as weather related demand to give direction to the 

prices. Hot weather generally increase Natural gas 

got support as smaller-than-expected weekly 

storage build, prompting concerns record 

production may not be enough to rebuild stockpiles 

to normal levels before next winter.

Natural gas can trade with sideways bias as it 

can take support near 170 and can face 

resistance near 220 in the month of June. 

Weather… Key price driver

According to NatGasWeather “Weather patterns 

are likely to be viewed as neutral for mid-June even 

though cooling degree days remain above normal.” 

Regardless, the hot weather so far doesn’t appear to 

be impressive enough to “scare the summer 

contracts past $3 … the markets are essentially 

saying they want a hotter ridge than what the maps 

are showing going into the second half of June if 

another leg higher in prices is to be justified.”

EIA estimates of Natural gas

EIA estimates that natural gas inventories increased by 

22 billion cubic feet (Bcf) in April, ending the month 

27% below the five-year average for the end of April. If 

confirmed in the monthly data, the April 2018 injection 

would be the smallest April injection since 1983. 

Preliminary data indicate April temperatures were the 

coldest for that month in the past 21 years, which 

contributed to low injections. Based on EIA’s forecast of 

rising production, natural gas inventories should 

increase by more than the five-year average rate of 

growth during current  the  inject ion season 

(April–October) to reach more than 3.5 trillion cubic 

feet on October 31, which would be 8% lower than the 

five-year average for the end of October.

Growing U.S. natural gas production is expected to 

support increasing natural gas exports in the forecast. 

EIA forecasts net natural gas exports to increase from 

0.4 Bcf/d in 2017 to an annual average of 2.0 Bcf/d in 

2018 and 4.6 Bcf/d in 2019.
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